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Microbial Genome Program Report: Optical approaches for physical mapping and
sequence assembly of the Deinococcus radiodurans chromosome.

Maps of genomic or cloned DNA are frequently constructed by analyzing the
cleavage patterns produced by restriction enzymes. Restriction enzymes are remarkable
reagents that faithfully cleave only at specific sequences of between 4 and 8 nucleotides,
which vary according to the specific enzymes. Restriction enzymes are reliable,
numerous, and easily obtainable and presently, there are approximately 250 different
sequences represented among thousands of enzymes. Restriction maps characterize gene
structure and even entire genomes. Furthermore, such maps provide a useful scaffold for
the alignment and verification of sequence data. Restriction maps generated by computer
and predicted from the sequence are aligned with the actual restriction map. Restriction
enzyme action has traditionally been assayed by gel electrophoresis. This technique
separates cleaved molecules on the basis of their nobilities under the influence of an
applied electrical field, within a gel separation matrix (small fragments have a greater
mobility than large ones). Although gel electrophoresis distinguishes different sized DNA
fragments (known as a “fingerprint”), the original order of these fragments remains
unknown. The subsequent task of determining the order of such fragments is a labor
intensive task, especially when making restriction maps of whole genomes, and therefore
despite its obvious utility to genome analysis, it is not widely used. 4
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Our laboratory has developed Optical Mapping, which is a system for the %!#?@L@/&
construction of ordered restriction maps from individual DNA molecules. Optical

&~a J@@ QMapping was used to construct a whole genome restriction map of Deinococcus
radiodurans without using any electrophoresis. No cloning of Deinococcus radiodurans ‘
DNA was required either. The mapping substrate was very large, randomly sheared,
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genomic DNA fragments which were bound to derivatized glass surfaces and cleaved
with the restriction enzyme I?he I. The resulting fragments were imaged by fluorescence
microscopy. Cut sites were visualized as gaps between cleaved DNA fragments, which
retained their original order. By determining the existence of these sequence-specific cut
sites and measuring the DNA mass between them, a landmark map of the DNA sequence
was constructed. Maps from a population of about 100 individual molecules were aligned
and overlaid to construct an accurate consensus map. We have called this strategy
“Shotgun Optical Mapping”. The consensus map contained about 90 restriction fragments
and would have been extraordinarily difficult to construct by electrophoretic means.

This high resolution restriction map was used by collaborators at The Institute for
Genomic Research to verify sequence assembly data from Deinococcus radiodurans by
aligning the restriction map predicted from their sequence. Optical Mapping of
Deinococcvs radiodurans also rendered insight into the biology of this organism by
providing a picture of the basic organization of the entire genome, revealing the genome
to be composed of two, rather than one chromosome, as well as demonstrating the
presence of other extrachromosomal elements. Whole genome characterization by
Optical Mapping may facilitate further understanding of the radiation-resistant nature of
Deinococcus radiodurans, which is being used as a vehicle or biorem
organic pollutants within radioactive waste dumps. We kave x10 0@@J%4&* @W~;T7$
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maintain supersymmetry. They also presented a simple procedure for calculating all

derivatives of the Kahler potential at points on the flat direction manifold. They

illustrated the method on the example of a chiral Abelian model.

Dynamical Supersymmetry Breaking

With graduate students C. Cs6ki (now at UC Berkeley) and Witold Skiba (now

at UC San Diego), Randall [5] studied a model in which a quantum modification of

the moduli space does not permit a supersymmetry breaking vacuum. By employing

the fact that the superpotential is homomorphic and understanding various limits (as

gauge couplings are turned off ), she was able to construct the exact superpotential for

the model, and aIso explicitly demonstrated that supersymmetry is broken. A general

class of models based on the gauge group SU(n) x SU(3) x U( 1) was constructed.

Randall, in collaboration with Cs6ki, Skiba, and Robert Leigh (Rutgers) subse-

quently studied models based on the gauge groups SU(n) xSU(4) x U(1) and

SU(n) x SU(5) x U(1) [8]. These models were used to demonstrate that theories in the

confining, free magnetic, and conformal phases can break supersymmetry through

dynamical effects.

The field content of the above theories could be obtained by decomposing an

SU(m) theory with an antisymmetric tensor and m – 4 fundamentals. With Leigh and

Riccardo Rattazzi (CERN), RandaH investigated the entire class of such models [16].

It was shown that all models of interest could be obtained by the addition of an adjoint

superfield and that the dynamics of this model could be obtained from the duality

of Kutasov and Schwimmer [R2] and a reconfinement method of Berkooz [R3]. This

led to a better understanding of the models described above, and to insights into the

relationship between R-symmetry and supersymmetry breaking.

It had been argued that the superpotential can be renormalized in the presence of

massless particles, raising the question of whether supersymmetry could be restored

by new terms in the superpotential. Randall and Poppitz [22] showed that even in the

presence of massless particles, there are no new contributions to the superpotential

at any order in perturbation theory.

Further Work on Supersymmetry Breaking

Additional work on supersymmetry breaking included the construction of gauge-

mediated supersymmetry breaking models and their implementation through com-

posite dynamics (with Csiiki and Skiba) [6, 7]. With two students from Boston Uni-

versity (Bogdan Dobrescu and Indranil Dasgupta) Randall investigated the question

of vacuum stability in gauge-mediated models [9].

In future work, Randall intends to continue the search for simple and realistic

models of supersymmetry breaking.
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2. Supersymmetry and Supergravity

Randall, Jonathan Bagger (Johns Hopkins) and Erich Poppitz (U. Chicago, now

at Johns Hopkins), examined the stability of the mass hierarchy in hidden-sector

supergravity theories [2]. They showed that a quadratically-divergent tadpole can

appear at two loops, even in minimal supergravity theories, provided the theory has

a gauge- and global-symmetry singlet with renormalizable couplings to the visible

fields. This tadpole can destabilize the hierarchy. They also found a quadratically-

divergent two-loop contribution to the field-dependent vacuum eneraW. This result

indicates that one cannot control dangerous divergences and solve for soft parameters

in the context of a supergravity theory dynamically.

In the future Randall hopes to study whether there are any circumstances under

which one can in fact dynamically determine the low energy soft parameters.

3. Supersymmetric Theories and Phenomenology

There are many signatures for supersymmetric theories which will hopefully be

weILstudied in the upcoming years. If supersymmet ry is discovered, it will be impor-

tant to be able to discriminate between the underlying models.

With Emanuel Katz and Shufang Su (graduate students), Randall investigated the

violation of the equality of the gauge and gaugino couplings in the presence of soft

supersymmetry breaking [14>15]. Although this is a hard supersymmetry breaking
effect, finite contributions can be determined as a function of soft supersymmetry
breaking masses. The largest sources are “super-oblique” corrections, which can be
determined horn the two-point function of the gauge boson and gaugino. They showed
that the effects can be quite large, particularly in models of supersymmetry breaking
motivated by solving the supersymmetric flavor problem.

In current work Randall and Su are investigating how II physics can discriminate

between different solutions to the flavor problem of supersymmetric theories. They

are focusing on the measurement of an asymmetry in like-sign leptons arising from

the decay of neutral B mesons as a way to detect large modifications to the standard

model contribution to B meson mixing.

4. Supersymmetry and Grand Unified Theories

An outstanding problem for supersymmetric Grand Unified Theories is to explain

why the Higgs triplet is so heavy and the doublet so light. Randall, Zurab Berezhiani

(INFN, Ferrara), and Csaba Csaki (graduate student, now at UC Berkeley) investi-

gated whether the supersymmetric Higgs particIes can naturally be pseud&Goldstone

bosons [3]. Although it is simple to generate an accidental symmetry of the renormal-

izable terms of the potential, it is quite difficult to construct a model which allows for

the preservation of the accidental symmetry in the nonrenormalizable terms. They
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presented three ways to construct a superpotential for which the dangerous mixing

terms are su.fliciently suppressed, even in the presence of nonrenormalizable int erac-

tions. Randall and Csaki subsequently investigated the phenomenology of the Higgs

sector of these models [4].

5. D-J3ranes and Supersymmetric Gauge Theories

Randall has studied the emergence of gauge theories from D-branes. With two

MIT graduate students, Joshua Erlich and Asad Naqvi, she determined the low-

energy description of N = 2 supersymmetric SU(k) product group theories with

bifundamental and fundamental matter based on M-theory fivebrane configurations.

The dependence on moduli and scales of the coefficients in the non-hyperelliptic

Seiberg–Witten curves for these theories is determined by considering various field

theory and brane limits.

There is certainly much more to be learned from the interplay of string theory and

gauge theory. In particular, the study of chiral theories merits particular attention.

Along with graduate student, Emanuel Katz, Randall is continuing to investigate

possible candidate brane configurations for such theories. Further advances in gauge

theories should be expected based on the many connections being discovered between

gauge and string theories.

II. COSMOLOGICAL AND ASTROPHYSICAL
APPLICATIONS OF FIELD THEORY

Randall has been most interested in exploring the implications of supersymmetry

for cosmology. Item (1) below contains a description of her work (with collaborators)

on the cosmological moduli problem, cosmological supersymmetry breaking, and the

Affleck-Dine mechanism for baryogenesis.

“Supernatural” inflation, a scenario proposed by Randall to make use of low energy

supersymmetry breaking to produce a model of inflation which requires no significant

fine-tuning of parameters, is described in item (2). Guth and several students have

joined with Randall to analyze this model, which is rather novel both in terms of the

underlying particle physics and in terms of its astrophysical consequences.

1. Supersymmetry and Cosmology

Randall and Scott Thomas (then Santa Cruz, now Stanford) considered solving

the cosmological moduli problem—the overproduction of light particles in the early

universe — with a brief period of inflation with Hubble constant set by the weak

scale [42]. Although this model was incomplete, subsequent work by Lyth and Stewart

on “Thermal Inflation” [R4] was self-consistent and incorporated many ideas from this
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work.

Randall, Michael Dine (Santa Cruz), and Thomas have investigated the question

of supersyrnmetry breaking in the early universe [10]. They showed that such super-

symmetry breaking induces scalar soft potent ials with curvature of order the Hubble

constant.

The induced Hubble scale mass has many important consequences, including for

the Affleck-Dine mechanism of baryogenesis, which requires large squark or slepton

expectation values to develop along flat directions in the early universe. Randall, with

Dine and Thomas, explored the implications of the Hubble scale mass and showed

how the baryon to entropy ratio can be deduced in any particular model [11].

2. Supersymmetry and Cosmological Infiation

Most models of inffation require smalI parameters, either to ~warantee sufficient

inflation or the correct magnitude of the density perturbations. In “supernatural

inflation,” a model invented by Lisa Randall, the physics of weak-scale supersymme-

try breaking is used to construct viable inflationary models in which the requisite

parameters appear naturally in the form of the ratio of mass scales that are already

present in the theory. Randall, M. Solja~i6 (undergraduate. now a graduate student

at Princeton), and Alan Guth [39, 40] are studying the basic properties and predic-

tions of this model. Inflationary models can be constructed from the flat-direction

fields of a renormalizable supersymmetric potential, and such models can be realized

even in the context of a simple grand-unified-theory extension of the minimal super-

symmetric extension of the standard model. These models predict a very Iow Hubble

constant during inflation, of order 103–104 GeV, a scalar density perturbation index

n which is very close to or greater than unity, and negligible tensor perturbations.

A key feature of supernatural inflation, currently under investigation, is a large

spike in the density perturbation spectrum at wavelengths in the vicinity of 1 .Mpc.

This spike is generated because supernatural models are a form of “hybrid” inflation,

using two fields to achieve the inflation. One field, ~, rolls steadily down a hill in

its potential enerbgg diagram, controlling the timing of infIation. The second field,

#, supplies the bulk of the energy density during inflation. Initially @ stays near

zero, where the potential is high but is nonetheless a minimum. The coupling to

the time-varying @ field, however, causes the potential energy function to shift so

that ~ = O becomes a local maximum. Classically this configuration would be an

equilibrium, albeit unstable, but quantum fluctuations cause @to roll off the hill of

the potential ener.g diagram, ending infiation. This intrinsically quantum behavior

invalidates the standard methods of calculating density perturbations, which treat

quantum fluctuations of the scalar field as small perturbations about a well-defined

classical evolution. The spike in the density perturbation spectrum arises because,

when @is at the maximum of its potential, the duration of inflation is very sensitive
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to the occurrence of small quantum fluctuations.

RandalI, Soljaili6, and Guth proposed a recipe for calculating these density per-

turbations, but the approximations were not easy to justify [40]. Guth, Randall, and

Shufang Su (graduate student) are just completing a numerical simulation, in a one-

dimensional toy model, which seems to justify the key approximation. They are now

attempting to use this method to investigate e the details of the density perturbation

spike and its consequences. A key issue is the formation of black holes, a question for

which only approximate answers can be found. Several important questions remain

to be investigated: (1) could such a densit y perturbation spike help explain the origin

of the supermassive black holes that are believed to exist at the centers of many or

perhaps all galaxies? (2) if the spike occurs at shorter wavelengths, could it produce

primordial black holes in the solar mass range, possibly explaining the observations

of the MACHO project? (3) could such a spike help to resolve the problem of slow

galaxy formation encountered in mixed dark matter cosmological models?

III. B PHYSICS

The next few years should be an exciting era for b physics. Randall and Jaffe and

collaborators have worked on several subjects involving b quarks. Randall and Eric

Sather (graduate student) used the chiral, heavy-quark effective theory to investigate

the surprisingly small SU(3) asymmetry of heavy-meson hyperfine splittings [36], In

another project Randall and Sather estimated the production rate of 13Bn in e+-e–

annihilation. They used their estimate to assess the merit of tagging B mesons for

CP-violation studies by producing them together with charged pions [37].

Giovanni Bonvicini (Aleph Collaboration) and Randall [30] have shown that by

studying the ratio of average neutrino energy to average electron energy in the lab~

ratory frame, one has a sensitive probe of polarization of the Ab which is independent

of fragmentation uncertainties. This technique should be useful for measuring the

polarization, which is expected to be quite large.

Jaffe and Randall developed an approach to deep inelastic phenomena involving

heavy hadrons by combining the methods of perturbative QCD with those of the

heaw quark expansion [13]. This leads to a new phenomenological form for the z-

dependence of the fragmentation function in which the heavy quark mass dependence

is made explicit. It is then clear how to extract the maximum information which

can be deduced reliably within the framework of perturbative QCD and the heavy

quark expansion. Randall and Nuria Rius (postdoc, now at U. Valencia) followed

up this work by explicitly incorporating the perturbative scaling, using heavy quark

fragmentation into heavy hadrons to determine QCD parameters and test heavy quark

symmetry [35].

On a related subject Randall and Mark Wise (CalTech) calculated an exactly
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computable source of (A/m)2 corrections to B + D“ decay at zero recoil [18]. This

is relevant to the extraction of the Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix element VbC.

Csaba CsAki (graduate student, now at UC Berkeley) and Randall [31] showed the

consistency (at the l/m level) of the ACCMM [RI] model and the general predictions

of QCD and the heavy quark expansion. They showed at the l/m2 level the model

disagrees with the general result.

Randall, Zoltan Ligeti (CalTech), and Mark Wise (CalTech) analyzed uncertain-

ties in the theoretical prediction for the inclusive B + X~y decay rate [18]. They

emphasize that there is no operator product expansion for this process. ~PJonetheless,

some nonperturbative effects involving a virtual c~ loop are calculable using the op

erator product expansion. They give a contribution to the decay rate that involves

the B meson matrix element of an infinite tower of operators. The higher dimension

operators give effects that are only suppressed by powers of m&CD /m~ w 0.6, but

come with small coefficients.

IV. IMPLICATION OF EXACT SUSY GAUGE
COUPLINGS FOR QCD

Lisa Randall, Ricardo Rattazzi (CERN), and Edward Shuryak (nuclear theory

group sabbatical visitor and SUNY Stony Brook), studied the precise meaning of the

strong interaction scale A in SUSY gauge theories [33]. They studied the validity

of “naive dimensional analysis” and also asked whether the study of supersymmetric

theories can shed light on the apparent discrepancy between the perturbative scale

AQCD and the chiral Lagrangian scale AX in QCD. In N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-

Mills theory, naive dimensional analysis seems to work well, with AX consistently

equal to the scale at which the perturbatively evolved physical coupling becomes of

order 47r. They studied N = 2 theories to investigate the effect of instantons on the

discrepancy between scales. In N = 2 supersymmetric SU(2) instanton corrections

generate a finite ratio between the scale at which the perturbatively evolved and

“nonperturbatively evolved” couplings blow up. Correspondingly, instanton effects

are important even when the perturbatively evolved a is of order 1 (rather than 47r).

They compared the N = 2 result to instanton-induced corrections in QCD, evaluated

using lattice data and the instanton liquid model, and found a remarkably similar

behavior.
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1. Introduction and overview of the RF cavity axion program

The nature of the dark matter in the Universe is one of the preeminent problems in all of
science. The case for a large non-baryonic component has only been strengthened by the
recent dramatic developments in experimental cosmology. A prime Cold Dark Matter
(CDM) candidate is the axion, which arises from an elegant and minimal extension of the
Standard Model to enforce Strong-CP conservation. Sikivie showed how dark-matter
axions, long thought to be ‘invisible’, could be detected by their conversion to a weak
microwave signal in a strong magnetic field, resonantly enhanced by a high-Q cavity.

The work of Sikivie and others prepared the way for our large-scale RF cavity axion
search now operating since early 1996 (a collaboration largely of MIT and LLNL, also
with important contributions from U of Flori@ Fermilab/Chicago and LBNL). This
experiment reached the sensitivity required to see KSVZ axions, one of two benchmark
models, for the first time and has operated (and continues to operate) at MY% duty factor
for over three years, starting with its very fmt commissioning run.

Selected R&D across many fronts targeted at increasing sensitivity and scan rate has been
successful, and we are now positioned to carry out a much more significant experiment,
one that could detect the more generic DFSZ axion, even should they constitute only 50~0
of the CDM density of our halo. One particular emphasis of the OJI support, especially in
the early development of the RF cavity search, was the characterization and construction
of UHF through S-band resonators to quickly determine microwave surface resistance of
materials and effects of surface treatments. Optimizing the surface resistance gives
higher Q, and higher Q directly translates into higher axion signal.

Brief Overview of the Evidence for Cold Dark Matter

The evidence that the Universe contains a significant component of dark matter is direct
and unassailable. Dynamical estimates of the mass of large clusters of galaxies and
estimates of their mass flom their gravitational lensing of background quasars are
consistent with one another, and give the value @@l.3Ml. 1. Studies of the peculiar

velocities of galaxies on the largest scales imply f2mt-0.4 to 2. Over the last two years,
two independent suneys of high red-shift Type Ia supernovae have reported results which
imply Glmat-Al.25M105when the condition of a flat Universe (C2mt+ ~A = 1) is imposed

on the flt to the data. The key point is that, while Slmatmay be less than unity, it cannot
be smaller than 0.2, and certainly not as small as 0.1.

On the other hand, nucleosynthesis requires that the baryonic component of the Universe
satisfy ~b~ hz = 0.019AMI01. This constraint has recently become far more restrictive
because good measurements of the primordial deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio from quasar-
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backlit Lyman absorption spectra have finally been made. Moreover, the value of the
Hubble constant has become far better known: h = 0.65N. 10. The dark matter of the
Universe could only be completely baryonic for h-O.3 or iess, which is inconsistent with
all measurements.

The nucleosynthesis constraint also implies that some baryons are dark since the
luminous matter of the universe only contributes flvi~ -0.005, whereas ~b~ is greater
than 0.03. Hence there are at least two dark-matter problems: (i) Where are the dark
baryons? (ii) What is the dark matter that makes up 90% of the Universe? Our axion
search addresses the second problem. The overall situation is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Summary of the dark-matter problem.

The leading dark-matter candidates are collisionless particles, specifically neutrinos,
axions and weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPS). Neutrinos are called hot dark
matter (HDM) because they have large primordial dispersion from the point of view of
structure formation, whereas axions and WIMPS are cold dark matter (CDM) because
their primordial velocity dispersion is negligible. Consistency to all observed structure in
the Universe, from optical surveys of the distribution of galaxies on the smallest scales to
measurements of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies on the largest, always
require a significant CDM component (~d#145 to 0.70). In addition, they may be a

smoothly distributed vacuum energy (QA - 0 to 0.5), and perhaps a small HDM

Component (~hd~ -0 to 0.2). The recent Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino
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oscillation data imply a negligible ~hdrn in both VP and Vzunless their masses are, for
some reason, essentially degenerate.

CDM falls into the gravitational potential wells of galaxies and thus contributes to the
dark-matter density in galactic halos. In fact it is the CDM density perturbations which
seed such structures in the fmt place. The maximum likelihood estimate of our local
CDM density, based on all galactic observable (rotation curve, projected disk density,

microlensing optical depth), is p~drn=7.5Xlo-25g/cc (- 450 MeV/cc). Also, since CDM
particles are dissipationless, their spectrum may possess fine structure, reflecting the
infall and oscillation of CDM particles across the growing halo. Being able to see very
narrow lines not only increases the discovery potential of the experiment, but also, should
the axion be found, provides a detailed history of the evolution of the galaxy.

Particle Physics of the Axion

The axion was postulated two decades ago to explain why QCD conserves the discrete
symmetries P and CP in spite of the fact that the Standard Model as a whole violates
those symmetries. It is the quasi-Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the
spontaneous breakdown of the UpQ( 1) symmetry proposed by Peccei and Quinn. The

properties of the axion depend mainly on one unknown parameter, the PQ symmetry-
breaking scale fA. Both the mass of the axion and its couplings to normal matter and

radiation are inversdy proportiomd to fA with mA = 0.6eV (107GeVI fA). central to this
experiment is the coupling of the axion to two photons:

.k?=– gw@*E”B,
where $A is the axion field and the dimensioned coupling is gA~ The coupling can be
written in terms of a dimensionless model-dependent number of order one, viz.,

gAyy=(a gyl n fA).
For KSVZ axions, gy- 0.97 whereas for DFSZ axions, gy--0.36”

Originally it was thought that fA would be the electroweak scale, -250 GeV, implying a

heavy axion, mA - I9(1OOkeV) and couplings strong enough to permit its detection in
conventional experiments using accelerators and reactors. But that heavy axion was
quickly ruled out, and models were constructed that allowed fA in principle to be
anywhere up to the Planck scale, in which case the axion couplings are enormously
suppressed. However, even though axions are very weakly coupled in these models, they
turned out to be severeIy constrained by astrophysical and cosmological considerations.
As a result of these constraints, the present open window for the axion mass is
approximately 10_bc mA c 102 eV. The upper limit comes from a seamiess overlap of
stellar evolution limits, starting with that from SN 1987% and ultimately comecting with
accelerator-based limits in the keV range. Cosmology sets the lower mass limit.
Generically, the axion mass density of the Universe increases with decreasing mA.
Axions produced by the vacuum-misalignment mechanism provide the critical density for
closing the Universe if the axion mass is in the 10-6to 10-5 eV range, where our present
experiment searches. There could also be a contribution from string ra&ation. The key



point is that the lower mass range 10-6 to 10$ eV is prime territory to begin the search,
corresponding as it does to ~A - ~ 1).

2. Present Experiment Description

Axions constituting our galactic halo are a cold dense Bose fluid; for peV masses, their
local number density would be ~1014 Ice). Furthermore, from galactic dynamics the
axion’s virial velocity should be -270 Icm/sec implying a small broadening of its spectrum
above its rest mass with a width of ~mA - 10-6. Its very small momentum also implies
a very long de Broglie wavelength, k - 100 m. In 1983, Pierre Sikivie published a
concept for an experiment by which such galactic axions could be detected by a
Primakoff interaction. Specifically, as the axion has a two-photon coupling, it can be
stimulated to decay into a single real photon carrying its full energy (mass + kinetic) in
the presence of an external magnetic field, and furthermore the rate can be resonantly
enhanced in a microwave cavity. In spite of the prodigious density of axions, the
expected signal would still be extraordinarily weak, the conversion power being given
by:

where BO, V are the strength and volume of the magnetic field, Q the loaded

(outcoupled) quality factor of the microwave cavity -105, and C[m the form factor for a
particular mode of the cavity; this latter factor expresses the overlap of the cavity mode
E-field with the magnet’s B-field, and is a number of order unity for the mode of interest,
TMo1o. For the present experiment, and for KSVZ axions, P - 5x1o-22 Watts.

Since we don’t know where in frequency the axion would appear, the cavity must be
tuned. At each central frequency of the cavity, the power spectrum is integrated for a
time long enough such that the noise fluctuations will average away, leaving the axion
signal at a desired signal-to-noise ratio (s/n). The essence of the search strategy is Dicke’s
radiometer equation S/n= (P~i~/ kb Ts) (t/BW)li2 where PSi~is the expected signal power,
BW its expected bandwidth, T~ = Tn + T the system noise temperature, and t the
integration time. Up to where non-statistical processes become important, the S/n is
improved by making the signal stronger, reducing the noise power, or integrating longer.
In practice, the integration time at each frequency is set by our goal of covering a certain
mass range at a certain sensitivity within a given time, e.g., one decade at KSVZ axion
sensitivity in three years.

Our present collaboration (MIT, LLNL, Flori@ LBNL, FNAL) constructed and operated
a large-scale dark-matter axion experiment which for the first time reached sensitivity to
KSVZ axions, where it continues to scan in the 1.3-13 WV range. This experiment built
upon the experience and personnel of two small first-generation experiments which
identified some of the key challenges and developed essential technologies. Those earlier
experiments however fell 100-1000 short in power sensitivity to see halo axions of
KSVZ or DFSZ couplings.



Figure 2 is a diagram of the apparatus. The 8 tesla magnet is slightly over 50 cm
diameter and 100 cm long, accommodating one or more cylindrical microwave cavities;
these are made of stainless steel plated with high purity copper. The single cavity
Q-250,000 is the theoretical maximum, limited by the copper anomalous skin depth. The
cavities are tuned by radially translating copper (MM) or ceramic (AfcO) tuning rods
between the wall and center of the cavity. These rods can be moved reproducibly in steps
of a few hundred nanometers, or -2 kHz shift in resonant frequency.
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F@re 2. Diagram of the present apparatus.

The detector is essentially an exquisitely sensitive radio receiver, with the cavity as an
input tank circuit (Figure 3). An antenna of adjustable insertion depth couples power
from the cavity to the fret- and second-stage amplifiers cooled to near the cavity
temperature, T-1.3 K. These are high-electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers
built by NRAO, characterized by a noise temperature Tn-4.6 K at the beginning of data-
taking (but recently substantially improved), gain of 17 dB, and reflection coefficient
from the input of about -30 dB.
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F&ure3. Schematic diagram of the receiver.

After 35 dB of fi.uther amplification at room temperature, the signal is down-converted to
10.7 MHz by an image-rejection mixer. An eight-pole crystal filter sets a 30 kHz
measurement bandwidth and prevents image power from entering the second mixing
stage. The signai is down-converted a second time, in effect shifting the cavity resonant
frequency to 35 kHz. A commercial fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer
generates the “medium-resolution” power spectrum (this is the main data channel).
During each 80-sec run, 10,000 subspectra are measured and averaged, resulting in a 400
point, 125 Hz/point power spectrum. This resolution is well matched to a search for the
Maxwellian component of the halo, -750 Hz wide (-6 spectrum channels wide).
Additionally, the receiver analog output is applied to a six-pole filter and a third mixing
stage, centering the resonant frequency at -5 kHz. A commercial ADC/DSP PC module
generates one 250,000 point 0.02 Hz/point power spectrum from a 60-sec interval within
each run (without averaging). This is well matched to search for the predicted fine

structure with fractional width down to - 0(10-11).

After every 80 seconds, the cavity frequency fo is tuned upwards by 2 kHz, the cavity and
environmental parameters recorded, and another spectrum acquisition initiated. After
each frequency range is swept out in this way, at least two more sweeps are made over
the same range, usually separated by a few weeks. Thus each frequency is covered in at
least 45 subspectra. During off-line processing, the middle 200 frequency bins of each
400-point spectrum are gain-corrected by the receiver response, leaving a residual slow
variation with frequency across the spectrum by -1 dB. A five-parameter equivalent
circuit model removes this variation, leaving a flat, corrected spectrum. The subspectra
are then linearly combined with a weighting function that accounts for the BO,T, C, Q

and f-fo for each. For our fmt published results, this resulted in a single spectrum of 106
points between 701-800 MHz.

. . .



3. Results of DOE SUppOIt

F@re 4(left) shows the expected signal from KSVZ axions, and the noise background
for axiom of six- and one-channel width. Figure 4(right) shows the deviation of the
single channel power from the thermal mean for all of the data taken. Candidate peaks
are those one- (six-) channel fluctuations with 3.36 (2.25x6%) power excess, resulting
in 538 (6535) candidates. These candidates were rescanned leaving 6 (23) persistent
candidates. Further investigation showed all persistent candidates were due to external
interference.
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Figure 4. Left: (a) Expected KSVZ sigmd power, (b) Noise background
for axion six channels wide, (c) Noise background for axion one channel
wide. Right: Distribution of the deviation of single channel noise power
from the thermal mean, in intervals of 0.10, for a 100 MHz frequency
span.

Figure 5 shows the axion couplings and masses excluded at 90% c.L in our last Physical
Review Letter for axions with the expected Maxwellian velocity distributional along with
the KSVZ and DFSZ model predictions. Also shown on the inset are the regions
excluded by the first-generation microwave cavity experiments of Rochester-E3NL-FNAL
and Florida. This experiment is more than two orders of magnitude more sensitive, and is
the first to exclude a standard axion model (KSVZ) over arty mass range. The high-
resolution channel is analyzed similarly. The power spectra are binned on-line at 0.02,
0.16 and 1.3 Hz, for which candidates are defined as those peaks with more than 15cr,86
and 5cTexcess power respectively. After rescanning candidate peaks and eliminating
external noise sources, no candidates remained, resulting in upper limits near 3.3x10-23
W, 5.0x10-23 W and 8.8x 10-’23W respectively. Furthermore, we searched for
coincidences between medium- and high-resolution candidates, and after excluding
obvious RF sources, found none.

1 C.Hagmannet al.,Phys.Rev.Lett.80,2043(1998).
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Data-taking has continued uninterruptedly since publication of the 1998 Physical Review
Letter, with the range 600-810 MHz (2.50-3.35 wV) and the range down to 520 MHz
(2.2 peV) now complete at the same level of sensitivity. The first 100 MHz data sample
took about 3 years to acquire, this last 100 MHz data sample took about 1 year to acquire.
This speedup came from improvements in our HEMT cryogenic amplifiers. We started
data-taking with amplifiers having noise temperature of 4.6 K, the most recent HEMT
amplifiers have noise temperature better than 1.5 K. All the 4-cavity hardware has been
fabricated, and the piezoelectric actuators (discussed later) developed for data-taking
starting next month in the 1-2 Ghz range. At the moment, the experiment is fitted with a
single cavity and a single large ceramic rod, we will spend the next few weeks to
understanding the behavior of the system with dielectric rod tuning and then begin
exploring frequencies in the 3U50 MHz (1.04-1.87 peV) range.

Result of Cavity R&D Activity

The key elements of the RF cavity axion detector are the magnet, high Q cavity, and low
noise amplification. The sensitivity of the experiment improves with increasing cavity Q,
so long as the Q line-width does not get narrower than the axion line-width. It is
therefore crucial that the axion detection cavity has wall RF surface resistance as low as
possible. To this end, we made compact stripline TEM resonators in order to determine
the surface resistance of various materials. The initial interest of the study was gross
characterization of materials, but later we used the technique to characterize various



plating and surface treatments with figure-of-merit the lowest possible RF surface
resistance. Much of the description following is from the MIT-UROP thesis of Darin
Kinion from his work in our axion search group.

A stripline resonator is a planar transmission line structure consisting of a thin conducting
sandwich between two slabs of dielectric, all sandwiched between ground planes. This
geometry is shown in Fig. 6 (upper). The geometry of the thin central conductor is shown
in Fig. 6 (lower). Here, microwave power is incident from the left, and the transmitted
power exits to the right.
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Figure 6. Uppe~ Cross section of the centered stripline. The thickness of
the center conductor (here copper) is 0.1 mm. Lowe~ Geometry of the
center conductor.

Formulas have been developed from purely empirical fits to data. These have been found
to give reasonable agreement with the characteristic stripline impedance and attenuation.
For the geometry used by our axion search group, the transverse dimensions of the center
conductor are small compared to the other transverse dimensions of the resonator. So, to
a good approximation, the characteristic impedance is given by

“(~hs)=f$w+:441b
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For our work, ~s, =3.033, b=16mrn, w=3.24mm, hence ~50Q. Aresonator properis

formed bymalcing gaps inthe center conductor. Theinput andoutput signals are then
capacitively coupled into the resonator. One way to model the gaps is by a three
capacitor equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. An equivalent three capacitor model for a gap of width s in a-.
stripline. C~is the gap capacitance, and CSis the shunt capacitance.

The capacitor values in this equivalent circuit model are

where

Ye+Mlt(=)
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The value of the gap capacitance is a strong function of gap width, making it difficult to
cut a gap width to yield a particular capacitance value. These formulae are useful for
estimating, but in the end we cut the gap widths by trial and error. At critical coupling,
half the resonator power is dissipated in the external circuitry (cf., Fig. 8). Of course, at
resonance, the impedance looking into the resonator is purely real. The gap width is
adjusted until the input impedance is 50f2 at resonance via a network analyzer reflection
measurement. The resonance is at the “shunt-detuned” frequency where the slight
coupling capacitive impedance is cancelled by a small shift in resonant frequency.
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Figure 8. Circuit model for the stripline resonator. The source of
microwave power is not shown; it is very weakly-coupled into the
resonator.

We use two relations to extract the surface resistance of the center conductor material
from the unloaded Q. The first relation relates Q to the attenuation coefficient, the length
where the power is attenuated by a factor Ue.

QP
WE

‘z
where ~ =

c“
The total attenuation coefilcient is the sum of losses in the dielectric and conductor
~ = cz~+ ctC. The dielectric attenuation in the TEM mode depends only on the dielectric

and is given by

2@~E,
ad = tan 6 where 6 is the dielectric loss tangent.

c
The second relation is between the conductor loss and surface resistance
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where the geometric factor is given by
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Combining these expressions gives the surface resistance in terms of Q, ~, and the
geometry of the resonator

[1IfzOb@O E, ~ ~
R,= —–

0. 16Bc Q

The shell of the resonator (acting as ground planes) was constructed from OFHC copper.
It consists of a cylindrical body with two removable flat plates. SMA connectors are
fitted to seats on opposite sides of the body, a wire from the center conductor extends
inside the shell. The dimensions of the resonator are shown in Fig. 9. The dielectric is



aluminum oxide (AL-23 material from Johnson-Matthey) in the form of disks, with the
same imer radius as the cylindrical body and half the height. Two such disks almost
completely fill the inside of the resonator. The imer conductor usually was thin foils
with thickness usually O.lmm and width 3.24mm. The center foil conductor comects to
the SMA center pin with thin wire and conducting epoxy. The end caps were then bolted
onto the body forming a transmission line. Gaps were eventually made in the foils
creating a resonant structure.

The characteristic impedance of the transmission line structure was determined by
measuring the impedance with one end shorted, then opened, and combining them
according to

z.=~
We mostly worked at frequencies between 2.2 and 2.7GHz. Both sets of measurements
were corrected for the electrical lengths of cables and the second set was also corrected
for the length of the short. Typical results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10. (Upper) Typical real (lefl) and imaginary(right) components of
the stripline impedance with the output port open between 2.20 and
2.74GHz. (Lower) Typical real (left) and imaginary(right) components of
the stripline impedance with the output port shorted between 2.20 and
2.74GHz.

The two sets of measurements were then combined to yield the characteristic impedance
of the stripline, as shown for the typical measurements in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. Typical real (left) and imaginary(right) comp~n~nts of the
stripline impedance between 2.20 and 2.74GHz.

The frequency regions just above and below 2.5GHz are relatively free of parasitic
resonances and are not near the tangent and cotangent poles of the shorted and open
impedances, and are therefore target regions for setting resonant frequency. The resonant
frequency and coupling are set by adjusting the dimensions in Fig. 12. The length of the
center strip determines the resonant frequency as this length is half the guided wavelength



at resonance. With the aluminum oxide dielectric, the 2.5GHz target resonance is
achieved with length a little over 2cm. We set the gap width w I to yield a minute
coupling to the signal source. We then adjusted wz to give critical coupling at resonance
by starting with a small gap the gradually increasing its width until the network scattering
parameter S22vanished. It typically required four iterations to set the gap width. The
loaded Q was determined from the transmission width around the resonance, and the
unloaded Q was taken to be twice that. Typical room temperature values are:

Quantity value uncertainty
Length 2.21cm 0.02cm
WI 4.60mrn O.osmm
w~ 1.402mm 0.152mrn
fo 2.53366GHz 0.00117GHz
Q.m 362. 17.
Rs 0.072f2 0.0027Q
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Figure 12. Stripline resonator center strip
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geometry. The three
dimensions are set to give criticaI coupling at W2,weak coupling a w1,and
resonant frequency near 2.5GHz.

This procedure quickly determines the microwave surface resistance of materials and
results of surface processing. Our large axion experiment uses a right circular cylindrical
cavity 0.5m diameter and 1.Om iong. Fabricating this cavity is expensive and time
consuming and it would not be practical to test materials and processes on the large
cavity. This stripIine resonator allows for quick evaluation of materials and processing.
As an example, Fig. 13 shows a test on a large axion cavity at liquid helium temperature.
The vertical axis is Q, the horizontal axis is loading of the output coupler (it is heavily
loaded with Q is small, and very weakly coupled when Q is large). Notice that the
unloaded Q (in the L band) is over 200k. This is close the theoretical limit set by the
anomalous skin depth of copper.
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Figure 13. The L-band Q (vertical axis) versus position of the output
coupler for the large cavity at liquid helium temperature. The loading is
very weak when Q is large, and the loading is strong with Q is small. The
unloaded Q is over 200k. This approaches the theoretical limit set by the
anomalous skin depth of copper.
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